How Did Organizational Resilience Work Before and after the Financial Crisis? An Empirical Study
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to assess the role of organizational resilience as an attitude, depending on the adoption of corporate governance, environmental and social practices (CESPs), in order to react to unexpected shocks, while preserving business sustainability. Organizational resilience is defined as the capacity for an enterprise to survive, to adapt and to grow in a turbulent change or unpredicted situation. Since organizational resilience is a latent path-dependent construct, it can be evaluated through long-term outcomes in an integrated perspective. The hypotheses are tested analyzing the economic performance of U.S. companies listed in Standard & Poor’s 500 index (S&P 500) and their environmental, social and governance (ESG) data has been extracted from Asset4. The period in the study covers 14 years, from 2002 to 2015, collecting the seven years before and after the 2008 financial crisis. The results of the empirical analysis highlight that economic performances of listed companies are influenced, over the 14 year period considered in the study, not only by the traditional sustainable pillars (SEPs), but also by the corporate governance ones (CESPs).
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1. Introduction
In this study, we analyze the relationship between corporate governance, environmental and social practices (CESPs) and economic performance of companies, to evaluate their organizational resilience attitude, which helps to exploit opportunities and to mitigate threats. Organizational resilience, in fact, can be defined as the ability of organizations to anticipate, avoid, and adjust to shocks in their environment (Ortiz-de-Mandojana & Bansal, 2016).

This concept cannot be addressed without the adoption of a sustainable and life cycle view since, considering for example operations management, the growing attention paid to natural resource conservation has led companies to integrate different and greener processes (Kleindorfer et al., 2005; Toma et al., 2016). Many authors have underlined how the management of resources, both tangible and intangible, natural and anthropic, have acquired an increased importance for all companies (Henriques, I., & Sadorsky, P., 1999; Altieri et al., 2017), becoming a new field to acquire competitive advantages (Porter, M., & Van der Linde, C., 1995). A sustainable perspective also needs to be involved in social practices. In the last few years the attention paid to working conditions has grown, involving developed and global sectors such as textiles (Graafland, 2002), as the attention paid to stakeholders (Garvare & Johansson, 2010). Taking into account the research realized by Ortiz-de-Mandojana and Bansal (2016), the following analysis enlarges the adopted vision, adding to the social and environmental practices (SEPs) and the corporate governance concept. The introduction of this last element has been motivated by the consideration that a resilient approach cannot be definitive if not authorized and implemented by the most important management positions. Therefore corporate governance, considered in this work as the company’s systems and procedures, has been included. The effects of the “shock”, related to the worldwide financial and economic crisis of 2008, are considered as a concrete test to verify the effectiveness of an organizational resilient approach, based on CESPs, during a turbulent time that included all economic sectors where sustainable practices might have been more difficult to implement.
The challenge for a sustainable development was officially launched forty years ago, as a consequence of different emergencies coming, above all, from the natural environment (Brundtland, 1987). The paradigm of sustainability was gradually enlarged and, in relation to the business context, all companies had to achieve economic results including environmental and social goals too (Elkington, 1997). As a consequence many scholars analyzed, through a business perspective, the contribution of environmental and social activities to increase, for example, their operations, reputation and market access (Warnick & Cochran, 1985; Waddock & Graves, 1997; Russo & Fouts, 1997; Konan & Cohen, 2001; Montabon et al., 2007; Calace et al., 2014; Morrone et al., 2015). The results showed that some factors produced immediate benefits, while the role of others still need to be deeply investigated (Griffin & Mahon, 1997; Orlitzky et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2010). Different research was conducted to test the impact on business outcomes of responsible practices (Klassen & McLaughlin, 1996; King & Lenox, 2001; Horvatohvá, 2010). However, finding an analysis with a complete, integrated and long-term approach, where all the above-mentioned components are treated quantitatively, is not usual. There has certainly been some evidence produced along this path, but it is mostly limited to the short-term period (Stanwick and Stanwick, 1998). In addition, social and environmental practices (SEPs) cannot be considered without the corporate governance dimension, strictly connected with the latter (Johnson & Greening, 1999). As noted by Walls et al. (2012), many attempts were made, coming for example from the OECD Principles, the UN Global Compact, the IFC (World Bank Group) or the International Corporate Governance Network, to demonstrate the influence of a company’s environmental, social and governance responsibilities on its economic results and, at the same time, on its long-term sustainability performance (Blesener et al., 2009; Escudero et al., 2010; Mackenzie & Hodgson, 2005; Tonello, 2010; White, 2006). Adopting a long-term perspective, in the framework of sustainable business practices, it is useful to explicitly consider another strategic element, organizational resilience, that is, a firm’s ability to sense and correct maladaptive tendencies and cope positively with unexpected situations, as stated by Ortiz-de-Mandojana and Bansal (2016). They affirmed that firms that adopt responsible, social and environmental practices have lower financial volatility, higher sales growth and higher chances of survival, not finding any differences in the short-term profits. Resilience is the key factor to making firms able to move beyond survival and to prosper in complicated, uncertain and threatening environments (Lengnick-Hall et al., 2011), where the achievement of sustainability requires a systemic approach on a global level (Fiksel, 2006). The present study, founded on the long-term and short-term approaches and CESPs attributes, verifies the effectiveness of organizational resilience attitude to overcome economic and financial shocks.

2.1 A Long-Term Perspective to Resilience

In this work CESPs effects on long-term economic performances are analyzed to verify companies’ organizational resilience attitude. Resilience is an ability that could refer to different environments. It is not strictly connected to a specific sector, since it characterizes the active growth of a structured modifiable organization that acts through temporal-space scales (Folke, 2006). The company that implements good CESPs, needs to test and to bring them to a long time perspective. It has to integrate good CESPs into its business culture, since the same practices can make the company more adaptive, more flexible and more shock resistant, in a word, more resilient. In fact, these practices are increasing more and more, according to the contingencies. They are varied and they fit in with corporate growth, not being a routine. Habitual behaviors are the first obstacle to flexibility in organizations (Gersick & Hackman, 1990; Weiss & Ilgen, 1985). Many times they could lead to failure, if there is not the ability to modify all previous settings to new contexts. CESPs could be a way to obtain malleable instruments to use in large and different circumstances. Since CESPs represent attributes of organizational resilience, it is clear that the latter cannot be intended as a fixed and pre-settled scheme. Following what is mentioned by different scholars (Gillette et al., 2006; Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003; Wildavsky, 1998), it is a sort of capability to modify negative and inflexible propensities to better face unpredicted events. The first research hypothesis comes from the foregoing consideration:

H1. CESPs, as attributes of organizational resilience, influence the long-term performances of listed companies.

2.2 CESPs Help Growth

CESPs represent a virtuous direction to achieve organizational resilience, keeping market opportunities, as well as identifying new resources to develop. It is possible to reach these results following two processes.

When there is the necessity to re-project their own value proposition, companies that have resilient attributes can exploit, even creatively, concrete growth opportunities, aiming at a strategic improvement deriving mainly from the availability of relevant contextual information (Nicholls-Nixon, 2005).
In the second case, a company can reach strategic objectives, increasing loyalty by inspired workers.

In the past, some analyses already affirmed that the companies that pay attention to social responsibility are more attractive to a quality workforce (Greening & Turban, 2000; Turban & Greening, 1997). CESPs are the way to better express a good working environment, as well as the most relevant values and rules in the organization (Turban & Greening, 1997). In addition, CESPs can increase workers’ inspiration, trust and sense of belonging (Branco & Rodriguez, 2006). The human resources involved in a resilient company are more available to change when this change is necessary for development or for subsistence. This virtuous circle is the fundamental assumption to generate positive results, creating high quality and social-exchange relationships, as noted by Shin-Taylor and Seo (2012). It is widely recognized that well settled stakeholders’ relations, involving suppliers and partners alike, are a concrete stimulus to creating new propositions, ensuring interesting opportunities. Then we support that:

H.2. There is a positive relationship between CESPs, intended as organizational resilience attributes, and economic performances, in particular companies that experience high-level CESPs have higher growth over the long term.

2.3 CESPs have a Positive Effect on Financial Volatility

Previous insights exposed how low resilience is connected with volatility, both on returns and on the markets. Hamal and Valikangas (2003) affirmed that a resilient approach is the key factor for a company that aims at shaping itself to the surrounding environment, foreseeing changes. In this way it is possible to reach the firm’s objective of “zero trauma”. In the following empirical analysis it is demonstrated that CESPs decrease financial volatility for two main reasons.

The first reason is related to the ability, for those companies that adopted CESPs, of quickly adjusting negative behaviors. When an organization is able to prevent future troubles, it is less exposed to the relative consequences (Garcia-Castro et al., 2010).

The second reason consists, always considering the presence of CESPs, in the possibility to create the proper conditions to avoid all extraordinary events that could impact negatively on companies’ economic performances. Bansal and Clelland (2004) expressed how the presence of high social and environmental practices in a firm’s context is a concrete insurance against social and environmental risks. Moreover, this presence improves organizational legitimacy, reducing scrutiny and unsystematic market risk too. Therefore resilient organizations have the ability to sense dangerous situations, facing them, and they are also able to better manage risks (Donaldson, 1999; Ortizky & Benjamin, 2001). Previous studies put in relation social and environmental practices to financial risks, in the short term (Bansal & Clelland, 2004; Godfrey, 2005; Orlizky & Benjamin, 2001), but also in longer periods (Ortiz-De-Mandojana & Bansal, 2016), in which companies are able, to anticipate, to learn and to adapt. In association with high CESPs, firms reached more stability, since they were able to overcome the risks, avoiding the ones that could affect the financial results. Starting from this observation, the empirical analysis aims at testing the third hypothesis:

H.3. Companies experiencing CESPs reduce financial volatility in the short-term period, around a financial crisis shock.

3. Empirical Analysis

3.1 Data Collection

The following analysis is related to 247 U.S. big companies listed in Standard & Poor’s 500 index, for which data about corporate governance scores, social scores, environmental scores, market value and net sales for the period 2002-2015 are available. The source for environmental, social and governance information (ESG) is ASSET4, the world’s leading source of ESG data, providing professional investors with a new generation of investment research information and corporate executives ESG management and benchmarking capabilities. In particular, taking into account the official descriptions, the Social Score variable defines a firm’s ability to create trust and loyalty with its human resources, clients and the society, adopting high value management practices. It is strictly connected with a firm’s reputation and the health of its license to operate. The latter could be considered essential elements in producing long-term shareholder value. The Corporate Governance Score is an indicator to evaluate a company’s systems and procedures, to observe if the managerial process is oriented to the best benefits of its long-term shareholders. This value produced indicates if a company is able to manage and verify its rights and responsibilities adopting, for example, incentives, checks and/or balances in the perspective of long-term shareholder value. The Environmental Score is related to the impact of a firm’s action on the natural environment considering land, water, air or entire ecosystems. This variable is a clear indication of the attention
paid to environmental risks/opportunities, to be considered in a long-term shareholder value framework. Finally, there are two other variables, the Market Value and Net Sales. The Market Value is the total market value of the company. Net Sales reports a company’s revenue. For the latter two the measurement unit adopted is million dollars. In Table 1 the summary statistics have been illustrated.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Number of companies</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Governance Score</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>79.22</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>97.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Score</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.30</td>
<td>31.55</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>97.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Score</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.90</td>
<td>27.77</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>98.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Value</td>
<td></td>
<td>34,030</td>
<td>51,698</td>
<td>502.42</td>
<td>484,133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td>24,650,961</td>
<td>43,104,853</td>
<td>40,422</td>
<td>485,651,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Models Tested

The empirical analysis, extending the Ortiz-de-Mandojana and Bansal (2016) study, adds to the social and environmental scores, the corporate governance score as a further explanatory variable and considers a more recent time period.

The models are estimated for the 247 International listed companies in which reliable data exist for the Corporate Governance Score, Environmental Score, Social Score, Market Value and Net Sales. We analyzed the panel data for the period from 2002 to 2015.

Panel data analysis is a statistical method used in econometrics to analyze two-dimensional panel data. We have conducted different analyses to verify the robustness of empirical results.

The first model has the Market value as the dependent variable, while the second model has Net Sales as dependent variable. The dependent variable in each model has been regressed on independent variables, i.e. the ESG disclosure score sub-components (Corporate Governance score, Social Score and Environmental Score).

\[ \ln \text{Market Value} = \alpha + \beta_1 \ln \text{Corporate Governance Score}_{i,t} + \beta_2 \ln \text{Social Score}_{i,t} + \beta_3 \ln \text{Environmental Score}_{i,t} + \alpha_i + u_{i,t} \]

\[ \ln \text{Net Sales} = \alpha + \beta_1 \ln \text{Corporate Governance Score}_{i,t} + \beta_2 \ln \text{Social Score}_{i,t} + \beta_3 \ln \text{Environmental Score}_{i,t} + \alpha_i + u_{i,t} \]

In order to test Hypothesis 3, we conducted the same empirical analyses, based on the above-mentioned models, distinguishing pre-crisis (2002-2007) and post crisis (2008-2015) periods.

3.3 Results

Results of our models show the effect of the independent variables on the dependent variables considered in this study. Tables 2 and 3 report, in particular, the coefficients of each variable obtained holding all the other variables constant, the standard errors (indicated in parentheses under the coefficients), the p-values (indicated with (*), (**), or (***) on the basis of the statistical significance equal respectively to 10%, 5%, 1%) and summary statistics.

The columns labeled (1) and (2), included in Table 2, represent the results of fixed effect panel model analysis and help in testing Hypotheses 1 and 2.

Regression results (1) consider a linear relation between the dependent variable Ln Market Value and the independent variables. Regression results (2) consider instead a linear relation between the dependent variable Ln Net Sales and the independent variables.

Results of the first panel analysis show that all variables taken into consideration are significant, highlighting p-values < 0.001.

The Corporate Governance score has a positive relation with our dependent variable. In fact, when independent variables increase by 1%, Market value records an increase of almost 0.20%. It is possible to identify the same
positive relation also with the other independent variables. In particular, an increase of 1% in the Social Score implies an increase of almost 0.22%, and when the Environmental score increases by 1% the dependent variable Market value increases by 0.12%. The adjusted R² of regression (1) assumes a value equal to 0.85, quantifying the extent to which the explanatory variables explain the variation in the dependent variable.

In the Model (2) the dependent variable is Net Sales. Results demonstrate the same positive relation described in the regression (1) between dependent variable and the above-mentioned independent variables. These results confirm the robustness of the analysis, since the impact produced on both economic dependent variables is similar.

Table 2. Fixed effect regression results for the whole panel data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regressor</th>
<th>Ln Market Value (1)</th>
<th>Ln Net Sales (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ln Corporate Governance Score</td>
<td>0.1951***</td>
<td>0.1121***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0578)</td>
<td>(0.0562)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln Social Score</td>
<td>0.2154***</td>
<td>0.1737***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0360)</td>
<td>(0.2997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln Environmental Score</td>
<td>0.1245***</td>
<td>0.1838**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0293)</td>
<td>(0.0270)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.5704***</td>
<td>14.3850***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.2405)</td>
<td>(0.2577)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary Statistics

| SER       | 0.4482 | 0.4773 |
| Adjusted $R^2$ | 0.8539 | 0.7096 |

In order to test the research Hypothesis 3, we conducted another empirical analysis aimed at assessing pre-crisis (2002-2007) and post crisis (2008-2015) short-term effects on dependent variables.

Table 3. Fixed effect regression results for the pre-crisis and post-crisis panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regressor</th>
<th>Ln Market Value (3)</th>
<th>Ln Net Sales (4)</th>
<th>Ln Market Value (5)</th>
<th>Ln Net Sales (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ln Corporate Governance Score</td>
<td>0.1210**</td>
<td>0.1244***</td>
<td>0.3651**</td>
<td>0.0481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0481)</td>
<td>(0.0371)</td>
<td>(0.1631)</td>
<td>(0.1343)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln Social Score</td>
<td>0.2298***</td>
<td>0.1547***</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0328)</td>
<td>(0.0225)</td>
<td>(0.1012)</td>
<td>(0.0998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln Environmental Score</td>
<td>0.1015***</td>
<td>0.1163***</td>
<td>0.3203***</td>
<td>0.2651***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0328)</td>
<td>(0.0263)</td>
<td>(0.0623)</td>
<td>(0.0645)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.8696***</td>
<td>14.5490***</td>
<td>6.8649***</td>
<td>14.9199***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0193)</td>
<td>(0.1510)</td>
<td>(0.8275)</td>
<td>(0.8084)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary Statistics

| SER       | 0.3799 | 0.2483 |
| Adjusted $R^2$ | 0.9094 | 0.9640 |

Columns labeled (3), (4), (5) and (6), included in Table 3, show the results of fixed effect panel model analysis describing the effect of independent variables on the economic dependent variables, i.e. Market Value and Net Sales, respectively in the pre-crisis and in the post-crisis periods. In the pre-crisis period each independent variable is significant and affects the selected dependent variables of our analysis as for the analysis that considered the whole panel data, registering just some variations in the coefficient values.

In the post-crisis period results highlight some different effects. In particular the Social Score variable appears to be insignificant in determining variations on Market Value and Net Sales. The same effect is registered for the Corporate Governance Score variable in the regression (6), attaining influence on Net Sales. The only variable that confirms a positive and significant effect on the dependent variable in the post-crisis period is the Environmental Score variable. An increase of 1% in the score implies a correspondent increase in Market Value and Net Sales respectively of 0.32% and 0.26%, even more relevant than in the pre-crisis period.
4. Conclusion and Discussion

The present paper investigates the relationship between governance, environmental and social practices (CESPs) and economic performances, to test companies’ organizational resilience, making use of proxies, individuated by the Bloomberg ESG disclosure scores.

Results of empirical analysis underline the importance of organizational resilience, intended as the ability of companies to change their corporate structure facing shocks. As demonstrated by the regression results (1) and (2), CESP s affect positively the economic performance of businesses in the long-term, confirming Hypotheses 1 and 2, highlighting consequently an organizational resilience attitude.

Listed companies, in fact, over the 14-year long-term period considered in the study, experience a strong influence of the organizational resilience driving factors, consisting not only in the traditional sustainable pillars (SEPs), but also in the corporate governance ones (CESPs). In particular, increases in the above-mentioned scores have implied a better market positioning, proved by an increase in their market value and net sales, i.e. in their ability to adjust themselves to the context and in their sustainability.

Moreover, our analysis contributes to evaluating listed company behaviors before and after the shock caused by the financial crisis in 2008, testing Hypothesis 3.

The organizational resilient approach appears to be effective in the pre-crisis (short-term) period, but not completely in the (short-term) post-crisis period. In particularly turbulent times, which concern all economic sectors, sustainable practices could be more difficult to implement. In this context the pillar, which confirms its effectiveness in strengthening business sustainability and economic performance in general, reducing financial volatility, is the environmental one.

Figure 1 illustrated below provides a matrix conceptual framework, which allows for the identification of the company level of organizational resilience.

![Organizational resilience matrix based on empirical results](image)

As we can see from Figure 1, the maximum level of resilience is certainly ensured by a green approach. The environmental practices (EPs), which capture green attitude in the business activity, affect market value and profitability (net sales) both in a short-term pre- and post-crisis perspective. Managerial efforts should be therefore addressed at increasing this environmental score, through green policies, in order to aim business survival at attaining a high resilience level. This theoretical result, which has been developed through the empirical analysis, is also in line with the broad scientific literature in this research field (Chen et al., 2018; Montabon et al, 2007). The latter shows that green initiatives, especially those green practices aimed at improving environmental protection such as carbon and waste reduction, have a positive indirect impact on financial performance.

Analyzing the corporate governance score, Figure 1 highlights that institutional policies and, in particular, responsibility and control processes, ensure market value and net sales increases in the short-term pre-crisis, but only market value increases and there is no impact on profitability in the post-crisis, determining a sort of business adaptive approach to crisis.

Turning the focus on the social sub-component of the ESG score, the proxy of business social practices (SPs), the conceptual matrix highlights insignificant effects after the 2008 crisis. SPs ensure good economic performance in the pre-crisis. This does not mean that SPs imply negative economic performance in the post-crisis, but surely they could not confirm a positive contribution to market value and profitability. This could be defined as a business surviving attitude, different from a plenty resilience approach.
Firms with high CESPs experience less financial volatility over the long-term, overcoming more effectively the financial crises shock, even with some differences in the drivers (Nollet et al., 2016).

For this reason the management should monitor business organizational resilience approaches and use information deriving from them, in order to choose the most relevant key factors to overcome shocks. As already highlighted in some ecological literature (Toma et al., 2017), the environmental dimension plays a fundamental role, showing that firms which offer environmental and ecosystem services are highly resilient.
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